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The nature of state competition for corporate charters — is it a race to the top or to the 
bottom? — has been one of American corporate law’s enduring issues, one that dates back 
to the early twentieth-century origins of the modern American corporation and that has 
persisted since then in policy debates touched off by the SEC, the Supreme Court, and 
academic analysis. 

Even today, new data is brought forth to support the contention that the race is to the top 
(see note 1 below), while other data is assembled to support the contention that the race is to 
the bottom(see note 2 below). Politicians, judges, and commentators wonder whether the 
scandals at Enron and WorldCom were produced by a race to the bottom, and whether 
similar ones can be prevented by a race to the top. 
Here I argue that this debate is misconceived — and badly so. Whether or not the states are 
racing (see note 3 below), and whether they are racing to the top (see note 4 below) or to the 
bottom (see note 5 below), the United States is a federal system where Washington can, and 
often does, take over economic issues of national importance. The issues most likely to 
move into the national arena are precisely those that could affect firm value so much that 
they would be central to state-to-state competition. That happened for securities trading 
during the Depression, takeovers in the early 1980s, and corporate governance after the 
Enron and WorldCom scandals. And if fundamental issues of corporate governance often 
move into the federal arena, then Delaware is not deciding all key corporate law matters. 
Moreover, even when those matters formally remain matters of Delaware law, if the risk of 
federal action heavily influences Delaware, it follows that even when federal authorities do 
not take the issue away, federal power may make Delaware law. 
Even when, as now, the federal government does not threaten to take away Delaware’s 
chartering business in its entirety — something it seriously threatened to do three times in 
the twentieth century — Delaware players know that the federal government can take away 
their corporate lawmaking power in whole or in part, because it has acted often enough. 
Because Delaware players can never be oblivious to the possibility of being displaced, we 
have never had, and we never could have had, a full state-to-state race in corporate law. 
Delaware’s competition in making corporate law thus comes not just — and at times not 
even primarily — from other states, but also from the federal government: It comes from 
Congress and the SEC, not just California, Nevada, Ohio, or New York. It comes from the 
Second Circuit Court of Appeals when that court interprets the scope of the securities laws, 
not just from a new or threatened commercial court in another state. And it comes from the 
New York Stock Exchange, which itself is often prodded to act by the SEC or Congress. 
Even if Delaware had all the chartering business, it might not make all (or, at the limit, any) 
corporate law. 
And even if Delaware never acted with the risk of federal intervention in mind, Delaware 
corporate law would still effectively have a large federal component. Federal authorities 
reverse state corporate law that they dislike and leave standing laws that they tolerate. State 
power is to jigger the rules in the middle by adopting those rules that Washington does not 
gear up to reverse, even if the federal authorities would not have enacted them exactly as the 
states did. 
My point here is not that every twitch in Delaware is determined by the prevailing tilt in 
Washington. Because Congress moves sporadically, because courts need a case or 
controversy, and because the SEC’s power is incomplete, states often have room to 



maneuver. Nevertheless, federal authorities set the broad boundaries — of an uncertain and 
changing demarcation — within which the states can move. These boundaries both 
determine who really makes corporate law in the United States, and, when tight, weaken the 
mechanisms of the state-to-state race. 
This federal-state interaction then has deep implications for the race debate: Even if 
empirical evidence showed incontrovertibly that Delaware was racing to the bottom, we 
would not know whether the state reluctantly dropped down because of state-to-state 
competition or because it feared that congressional politics, errant judicial decisions, or an 
out-of-control SEC would have ousted Delaware had it risen to the top. And conversely, 
even if empirical evidence incontrovertibly showed the contrary — that Delaware was 
racing to the top — we would not know whether it was state-to-state competition or the 
threat of federal ouster that pulled Delaware up. Moreover, even if we knew which way 
states have raced thus far, we would not know whether the race would persist in that 
direction and with the same intensity if we sharply altered the domain of state corporate 
lawmaking. 
That is, if Delaware in fact makes efficient law that looks to have been honed in a vigorous 
race to the top, it would be unclear what mechanism produced that efficiency. It could not 
be pure state-to-state competition, because the potential for federalization can influence 
Delaware. Good Delaware law could have arisen instead from a vertical mechanism, one 
that resembles the separation of proposal and ratification in management theory. States act, 
but they act subject to another authority’s power to override them. 
If state corporate law is efficient, then some variety of a proposal-ratification theory could 
be the basis for a theory of good corporate lawmaking. But more likely, corporate law, like 
other law, would have to be recast as an amalgam of efficiency, trial and error, attempts to 
do the right thing, interest group pressures, and happenstance. The result may be less 
glamorous than the racing engines corporate law scholars have designed — but more 
realistic. 
A few examples can illustrate. When the SEC attacked Delaware’s lax regulation of the 
going private transactions of the 1970s — the quintessential corporate transactions of their 
time — the Delaware courts, although lax initially, reversed themselves mid-stream and got 
tougher. In the 1980s, Delaware was slow in making antitakeover law, when many of its 
sister states were often falling over one another to pass tougher antitakeover rules. While 
there are other explanations for Delaware’s slowness and relative moderation (see note 6 
below), consider this statement from the prime drafter of Delaware’s antitakeover statute in 
1988 when pressed by the legislature as to why he didn’t write up a tougher, more 
antitakeover statute: 
[W]hy … moderate …? Why [not] the most restrictive thing that we can pass? … [T]o the 
extent that our legislation is viewed either in the short run or the long run as unbalanced and 
unreasonable, we all know that ultimately … we might have to pay the price … of the 
federal government coming in and taking … the privilege from us (see note 7 below). 
Or consider this more recent statement from Delaware’s Chief Justice after the Enron 
scandals broke and corporate observers expected federal action. He immediately sees, more 
clearly than most, “the federal securities regulatory regime is a force in influencing the 
internal affairs of corporations.” (see note 8 below) And “the New York Stock Exchange . . . 
impose[s] . . . internal standards . . . [like] minimum standards for audit committees.” 
(see note 9 below) 
But the state as the locale for corporate lawmaking has a long tradition, the Chief Justice 
pleads, albeit one that federal preemption could end at any time (see note 10 below). The 
Enron debacle and the ensuing corporate governance controversy could precipitously end 
that tradition; indeed, by the time he spoke, the controversy had already induced 



congressional and SEC proposals to regulate corporate internal affairs (see note 11 below). 
But the tradition should continue, he says, selling the idea that due to Delaware courts’ 
“integrity, expertise, diligence, good faith, independence and professionalism,” Delaware 
still provides a regulatory system superior to what the federal government could offer. 
Although “the Enron foment has provoked debate about the effectiveness of [state law] 
standards governing directors,” he argues, “[m]y thesis is that the Delaware model works 
well, over all, . . . and that one should be cautious in concluding that current events dictate a 
new . . . regime of corporate governance.” (see note 12 below) Nonetheless, says the Chief 
Justice elsewhere, “[i]f we don’t fix it, Congress will, but I hope they’ve gone as far as 
they’re going to have to go.” (see note 13 below) (Congress thereafter passed Sarbanes-
Oxley.) 
American corporate lawmaking should be seen, not as horizontal regulatory competition, 
but as triangular. Firms arise in their home state, corresponding roughly to an EU “real” 
seat. Then they decide whether to stay put or move to Delaware, usually when they take on 
a big transaction — such as an IPO or a merger. When firms move, few move anywhere 
other than to Delaware. Hence, day-to-day competition, whether to the top or to the bottom, 
is not intense: Although Delaware is trying to garner reincorporations, and hence is 
“competing,” no other state is seriously taking reincorporations away from Delaware. So on 
the left hand corner of that triangle is the home state; on the right hand corner is Delaware. 
Sitting atop the triangle though — and thereby giving the structure some verticality — is 
Washington, which sporadically enters the world of corporate governance — often in 
reaction to a scandal, as with Sarbanes-Oxley, or an economic downturn — and could 
always do more. 
The play of interest groups — and ideas — differs between Delaware and Congress. 
Delaware’s interest groups are narrow, basically shareholders, managers, and their advisors. 
Congress has more interest groups, and broader ideas of efficiency, fairness, and sometimes 
power-leveling are in play in Washington (see note 14 below). In the EU, these might 
roughly translate as social policy considerations. Depending on one’s view of the 
importance and relevance of social policy to corporate law, these considerations might 
militate analysts to applaud Delaware — because it minimizes such considerations — or 
critics to be wary of it — if one’s policy preference is to keep social considerations in play 
in making corporate law. 
Thus, the mechanisms that would make for a pure interstate race are absent in a true federal 
system such as America’s. Hardly a decade has gone by in which the federal government 
did not consider taking over the major corporate issue of the time. Thus, Delaware’s 
strongest competitor has been, and probably still is, Washington. This reality renders the 
mechanisms of a strong race implausible or indeterminate. If the issue is important, it 
usually becomes a federal one. The race analysis therefore must yield to a wider perspective 
on what, and who, makes corporate law. And in understanding whether jurisdictional 
competition would be valuable for the EU or not, one must keep in mind that it’s not just the 
state-to-state, or nation-to-nation, relationships that count, but also the strength, 
effectiveness, play of interests, and good sense at the center — in Washington in the United 
States, and in Brussels in the EU. 
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